
Details pilot / applicant

| |

|

| | n CPL n ATPL n LAPL n PPL n MPL

n Aeroplane  n Helicopter

Privileges issued

> The examiner confirms, that the candidate has fulfilled all applicable requirements for the issue of a temporary permission for the 
following rating or certificate:

| 

n MP n SP n CRCP n No Restrictions

Details examiner

| |

| |

Validity

|

|

1
1.1 Last name and first name

1.2 Date of birth

1.3 Licence number and type

1.4 Category

2

2.1 Rating / certificate

2.2  Restrictions rating

2.3    Restrictions certificate

3
3.1 Last name and first name

3.2 Certificate number and Licence 
number

4
4.1 Date of skill test, LPC or AoC

(This temporary declaration is valid 8 
weeks from the date of the skill test,  
LPC or AOC)

4.2 Valid until

Declaration
For temporary permission to act
as pilot with a rating or certificate

This temporary privilege is Issued in accordance with Commission 
regulation (EU) 1178/2011 ANNEX VI ARA.FCL.215(d) as an extension 
of a valid EASA Part-FCL license issued by the Civil Aviation Authority 
of the Netherlands. It is valid only if applicable training and testing 
has been successfully completed.

This temporary declaration can only be signed by an examiner 
authorized under Part-FCL.

This declaration cannot be used for the issue of a licence. 
Incomplete or incorrectly completed forms will not be processed.

The pilot/applicant must keep the original filled out and signed form. 
The examiner must send copies of this form to KIWA at P.O. Box 4, 
2280 AB  Rijswijk.

More information 
(+31) (0)88 489 00 00  |   www.ilent.nl
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n /r n /LIFUS n /LT n No Restrictions



5
5.1 The examiner must send the 

following attachments with this 
declaration

6
6.1 Place and date

6.2 Name pilot/applicant

6.3 Signature

6.4 Name examiner

6.5 Signature

Attachments

- Copy of the Flight Test Schedule
- Copy of the Report Form, LPC or AOC

Signing

| |

|

|

|

|

Declaration For temporary permission to act as pilot with a 
rating or certificate
Human Environment and Transport Inspectorate
Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management
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